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The shape elongationb of a fissioning nucleus (of massAf ) undergoing mass-symmetric and mass-
asymmetric deformation is experimentally determined. The results indicate that, either for the mass-
symmetric or for the mass-asymmetric deformation, the value of shape elongation is nearly independent
of Af and temperature. Three types of shape elongations are observed: The liquid drop property
governed mass-symmetric deformation withb , 1.65; the mass-asymmetric deformation withb ,
1.53; and the shell influenced mass-symmetric deformation withb , 1.43. [S0031-9007(99)09036-5]

PACS numbers: 24.75.+ i, 25.85.–w, 27.80.+w, 27.90.+b
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Fission phenomena of atomic nuclei have been exte
sively investigated [1], but many aspects are not yet we
understood. For instance, the formation mechanism
the fragment mass yield curve and the variances of d
tributions of various quantities still remain as puzzles. A
heavier nuclei are studied, such as the Fm isotopes,
sion properties show dramatic changes [2–5]. For the
nuclei, fission produces very sharp mass yield curves w
a very large release of total kinetic energy (TKE) [4,6
which was found to deviate from the predictions based o
existing systematics [7,8]. In the spontaneous fission
heavy actinides, “bimodal fission” phenomenon has be
found [9–13]. The existence of two independent fissio
pathways which correspond to symmetric and asymm
ric mass division processes has been confirmed [14,1
A nucleus such as a heavy actinide consists of more th
250 nucleons, and it is difficult to understand why such
change of only one or two units of nucleon can complete
alter such a complicated process like the mass-symme
or mass-asymmetric deformation in nuclear fission whic
includes many kinds of collective motions of a large bod
of nucleons. In this work, the fission process of an atom
nucleus is studied via a new viewpoint of deformatio
properties of fissioning nuclei. New results of deforma
tion properties of atomic nuclei are obtained, by whic
many aspects of fission phenomena can be systematic
understood, and fission properties of a new heavy nucle
might be predicted. The results provide some answers
questions mentioned above, and reveal new properties
particular, for the heavy nucleus.

The fission of233Pa,239Np, 245Am, and249Bk was first
studied. They were produced from232Th, 238U, 244Pu,
and248Cm using proton beams (14.7 MeV for thorium
and uranium, and 15.0 MeV for plutonium and curium
provided by the JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Researc
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Institute) tandem accelerator. The fission products w
detected by a double velocity time-of-flight system. D
tails of experiments are given elsewhere [16]. Fro
the measured velocities,ycm

1 and y
cm
2 of complemen-

tary fragments in the c.m. system, the primary mass
fission product and total kinetic energy release in ea
mass splitting process are obtained fromA1  Af 3

s1 1 y
cm
1 yy

cm
2 d21 and TKEsA1, A2d  Afy

cm
1 y

cm
2 y2, re-

spectively, whereAf is the mass of the fissioning nucleu
In order to allow an estimation of the degree of d

formation at scission for different combinations ofA1
and A2 pairs, a shape elongation,b, is defined asb 
DsA1, A2dyD0sA1, A2d. TheDsA1, A2d (fm) is the distance
between the two charge centers of complementary fr
ments prior to rupture. TheD0sA1, A2d is the distance be-
tween the charge centers of two touching spherical nuc
and r0 of 1.17 is used. Theb, therefore, is a measure
of how much the scissioning nucleus deviates from t
spherical shape. As discussed in Refs. [7,17], the m
sured TKE value in fission is approximately equal to t
Coulomb repulsion energy between the two nascent fr
ments, i.e., TKEsA1, A2d  Z1Z2e2yDsA1, A2d, whereZ1
and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the complementa
fragments.

The Z1 and Z2 of fragments in fission of the 24 MeV
proton induced238U were measured by Kudoet al.
using an ion-guided isotope separator on line and w
published in Ref. [18]. In Fig. 1(a), deviation of th
most probable charge measured by experiment from
expected by the UCD (unchanged charge distributio
model is indicated. In Fig. 1(b), the shape elongati
of the scissioning nucleus is plotted versus the mass
the heavy fragment in thep 1 238U fission. The data of
crosses are obtained by the measuredZ1 and Z2, while
open circles are obtained by the UCD approximatio
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) The difference between the most probable cha
obtained by experiment and that by the UCD model as
function of the mass of the fission product in proton induce
fission of 238U at 24 MeV. (b) Test of the ambiguity
brought into the value of shape elongation deduced by t
UCD approximation. Values of shape elongations obtain
from the measured charges of fission products and from
UCD approximation are indicated by crosses and open circl
respectively.

A very small difference between them is indicated
Accordingly, in this study the UCD model is used.

The results of the four fission systems presently studi
are given in Fig. 2(a), and indicated by different symbol
The shape elongation of the scissioning nucleus is sho
as a function of the mass of the heavy fragment. The d
begin from the center of the symmetric mass division
A1  Afy2. Interesting features in this plot are summa
rized in the following. (1) A relatively largeb value is
observed in the symmetric product region (hereafter r
ferred to asbsym). (2) For a given fissioning nucleus
bsym is nearly constant of the fragment mass numbe
(3) Among different fissioning nuclei, the varying tren
of bsym is somewhat complicated and will be further dis
cussed later based on experimental data from a mu
wider range of more than 30 fissioning nuclei. (4) A
relatively smallb value is observed in the asymmetri
product region (hereafter referred to asbasym). (5) The
basym is nearly invariant even if the fissioning nucleus i
changed. (6) Among different fissioning nuclei, the vary
ing trend of thebasym along the axis of mass asymmetr
is nearly the same.

In order to clarify if these observations are fortuitou
phenomena, the investigation was expanded to a mu
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FIG. 2. Shape elongation of the scissioning nucleus as
function of the mass of the heavy fragment. The data obtain
from the present experiment are plotted in (a), and tho
obtained by the analysis of literature data are shown in (
The reaction systems corresponding to different symbols are
follows: crosses,p 1 232Th at 14.7 MeV; open circles,p 1
238U at 14.7 MeV; open triangles,p 1 244Pu at 15.0 MeV;
open diamonds,p 1 248Cm at 15.0 MeV; open squares,p 1
226Ra at 13 MeV; solid diamonds,252Cf (sf); circle-dots,252No
(sf); filled triangles,259Lr (sf ); and square with a cross sign
262Rf (sf ).

wider range of the fissioning nucleus. The experimen
data for TKEsA1, A2d in literature [2,6,19] were analyzed
to obtain theb values. Some representative results a
shown in Fig. 2(b), which includes atomic nuclei in th
region of actinium (e.g.,227Ac), light-actinide (e.g.,233Pa),
medium-heavy actinide (e.g.,252Cf), and heavy-actinide
(e.g.,259Lr). Even in such a wideAf range, the results
are essentially the same with those in Fig. 2(a). Althou
vertical scattering of the data points in Fig. 2(b) i
somewhat larger than that in Fig. 2(a), this is probably d
to poor statistics in the measurement of the spontane
fission of heavy nuclides.

In the following, shape elongations of scissionin
nuclei which undergo the symmetric and asymmetric ma
division are, respectively, studied. In Fig. 3, thebasym
(solid circles) is plotted as a function of the mass o
the fissioning nuclei,Af . Each data point represents th
result of one fissioning nucleus which is indicated b
the name with an arrow. The studied reactions inclu
3409
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FIG. 3. Shape elongations of scissioning nuclei that under
the mass-asymmetric deformation path in the fission proc
versus the mass of the fissioning nucleus. Solid circles
observed for nuclei which experienced the common ma
asymmetric deformation process. Open circles are tho
corresponding to the low TKE component reported in th
“bimodal fission” of very heavy nuclei.

the spontaneous, neutron, proton, anda-induced fission
with the excitation energies of the compound nucle
being less than 30 MeV. The value in Fig. 3 is th
basym for a typical asymmetric mass division leading t
the fragment massA1  140. Taking it to represent the
mass-asymmetric fission is due to the following reaso
(1) The fragment mass ofA  140 is almost in the
peak of the asymmetric mass yield distribution with th
maximum occurrence. (2) It is nearly the mean mass
nuclei in the asymmetric fission process. (3) According
the results in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), taking thebasym value
of any fragment in the asymmetric product region will no
essentially alter the result from the one given in Fig. 3.

From a linear fit to the data in Fig. 3, the shap
elongation of the scissioning nucleus undergoing fissi
through the asymmetric deformation path is therefo
determined to be1.53 6 0.03. It is independent of the
mass of the fissioning nucleus. This result indicat
that any atomic nucleus undergoing the mass-asymme
deformation motion will reach a similar deformatio
degree at scission. The origin of the mass-asymme
deformation is probably related to the effects of nucle
shells of the fissioning nucleus [20], but the prese
observation of the same degree of deformation at the ti
of scission is a new property of an atomic nucleus, a
needs to be explained by nuclear theory.

In the mass-symmetric deformation path, the sha
elongation of the scissioning nucleus is given in Fig.
versusAf . The value in Fig. 4 is the shape elongatio
of the scissioning nucleus leading to the paired fragme
A1  A2  Afy2. The bsym values for low-energy fis-
sion with the excitation energy of,30 MeV are shown by
solid circles. Based on the value of thebsym, two types
of the shape elongation for the mass-symmetric deform
3410
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FIG. 4. Shape elongations of scissioning nuclei that under
the mass-symmetric deformation in the fission process v
sus the mass of the fissioning nucleus. Solid circles are
served for nuclei at low excitation energiessEX , 30 MeVd,
while open circles are those at high excitation energi
sEX . 65 MeVd.

tion path are seen. The first is for nuclei in the regio
from preactinide up to the actinide withAf , 245, where
bsym values are nearly constant. The second is for nuc
in the region aroundAf  260, where a constantbsym is
again observed but the value is much smaller than tha
the first one. This difference provides a direct eviden
for the correctness of the speculation, first pointed out
Hoffman et al., that the properties of the symmetric fis
sion of light and heavy actinides are different [2,4].

In between the first and secondbsym types sAf 
245 255d, a transition region exists, wherebsym gradually
decreases asAf becomes heavier. The deformatio
property smoothly varies between the two types wi
no sudden change. From the gross features of fragm
mass yield curves, one generally concludes that the fiss
mode of the symmetric mass division nearly vanishes
this transitionAf region. This leads to an opinion o
the sudden change of the fission mode when the nucl
becomes heavier thanAf . 256, as mentioned in the
introduction. The results in Fig. 4, however, indica
a gradual transition of fission properties from the lig
to heavy atomic nucleus. The reason for the smal
deformation of the very heavy fissioning nucleus wi
Af , 260 is probably due to the effects of fragmen
shells in the mass-symmetric deformation process. A
fissioning nucleus becomes heavy and goes close toAf ,
260, one or both of the paired fragments fall into a ma
number ofA , 130 which is under a strong influence o
the shell structures ofN  82 and/orZ  50.

The preceding argument is based on the results fr
fissioning nuclei at low energies where the shell effec
probably survive. It is hence significant to see wh
happens if the temperature of an atomic nucleus is
creased to high enough for washing away the shell str
ture. For this purpose, the measured TKEsA1, A2d data for
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symmetric fission at higher energies [21,22] were an
lyzed to obtain thebsym values which are given in Fig. 4
by open circles. The excitation energies of fissioning nu
clei are higher than 65 MeV. It is indicated that (i) for
all high-energy fission, thebsym values are constant;
(ii) the bsym values for high-energy and for low-energy
fission in the region ofAf , 245 are nearly the same.
(iii) Unlike those for low-energy fission, thebsym values
for high-energy nuclei in the region ofAf . 245 are not
lowered. It is generally considered that the fission cha
acteristics such as kinetic energy distributions and bro
symmetric mass yield curves observed in the high-ener
fission of nuclides in the preactinide region are most
explained by the dynamical model based on the liqu
drop model. Then, the phenomenon (i) indicates that t
degree of deformation of the scissioning nucleus for th
mass-symmetric deformation motion governed by liqui
drop property is the same for any fissioning mass. Th
phenomenon (ii) indicates that as long as fissioning nuc
undergo the mass-symmetric deformation without muc
effect of fragment shells, their degrees of deformation
scission are nearly the same, regardless of excitation e
ergies. The phenomenon (iii) is an explicit evidence o
disappearance of shell effect in the high-energy nucleu
and, conversely, it is also a demonstration of the exi
tence of shell effects in the low-energy symmetric fissio
of very heavy nuclei.

The “bimodal fission” mechanism has been propose
by Hulet et al. [9–11] based on the experimental finding
of the two kinds of total kinetic energies in the symmetri
mass division process of the spontaneous fission of ve
heavy nuclei. It is interesting to note, however, that ope
circles in Fig. 3, which show the shape elongation of th
low TKE component of the bimodal fission process, lie o
the line of solid circles which are observed for the mas
asymmetric deformation influenced by shell structures.

Three types of the degree of the deformation of th
fissioning nucleus are observed and discussed abo
It also has to be pointed out that there exist thre
fundamental types of the fragment mass yield curve
nuclear fission. By studying the correlation between th
shape elongation of the scissioning nucleus and the sha
of the fragment mass yield curve, it is found that nucle
with a given type of shape elongation lead to a give
pattern of a fragment mass yield curve, and that th
larger the size of the shape elongation, the larger is t
dispersion of the mass yield distribution.

In conclusion, we have studied the fission process v
a new viewpoint of shape elongation of the scissionin
nucleus. Three types of shape elongation correspond
to three types of deformation motion were found. Eac
type of the degree of the deformation of the scissionin
nucleus showed to be independent from the fissionin
mass and its temperature. A difference in the mas
symmetric deformation of very heavy nucleus at high an
low excitation energies was found, and the latter wa
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under strong influence of fragment shells. For the firs
time, it was experimentally found that scissioning nucle
with a given shape elongation lead to a given shape
the fragment mass yield curve, and that the dispersio
of the mass yield curve is proportional to the size o
the shape elongation of the scissioning nucleus. The
offer important clues for theoretical understanding of th
still unresolved problem of nuclear fission and also, mor
generally, of the bulk property of a nucleus as a whole.
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